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Ultimate Face Mask Type FFP3

Fabric Quality Perfect aplication on the face Nanotechnology

This Ultimate mask has nano filter with 99% filtration efficiency for viruses and

bacteria. The level of filtration efficiency was confirmed by Eurolab Laboratory

Services which is an Accredited Laboratory.

A world’s innovation in the field of respiratory protective equipment is enrichment of

the filters by accelerated nano copper,nano silver nano xdry pro. Thanks to them,

Ultimate face mask not only mechanically intercepts viruses and bacteria, it actively

kills them as well.

The mask is the first product of this type which can be worn repeatedly and for a

longer time, 8 hours at maximum. Thanks to the deactivation of viruses there is no

risk of their further reproduction in the filter.

The Ul t imate face mask is resistant against liquids (blood, non-corrosive chemicals

and paraffin oil). Ul t imate mask is unique by an anti-odour layer.



Ultimate Face Mask Type FFP3

Technical product specificat ions

Multi-purpose face mask , washable after each use (15 washes).

Double fabric mask. Nonwoven , polypropylene, SpunBond Fabric. On the right and left there is an elastic
band, with a size regulator, for a better fit. On the tip of the nose there is an internal metal plate 53mm that you
adjust to each shape of the nose and on the chin an internal elastic band that fits and completely covers the
possible gaps of the mask on all faces.

Materials and properties

Diagonal knitting fabric 2/1 with weaving density 130/80 inches and nylon thread title 20 / weft 20, 175g / m2.

- Outer fabric, processing, Nano Copper, Nano Dry X Pro, Nano Silver . This treatment gives the fabric the
ability to prevent the colonization of bacteria inside and outside the fibers of the fabric, making it antibacterial.
in addition, the above treatment does not allow liquids to pass through the fabric (waterproofs) without reducing
the ability to breath.

This mask can be divided into the FFP3 D category

FFP3 - because its outer fabric is against dust, moisture, smoke, water and oil. Also in viruses and bacteria.

N - because it is for repeated use if the fabric is washed

D- because it can be used for 8 hours without altering the properties of the mask.

Bacterial filtration over 99%

Multipropose mask suitable for face application,from breathable fabric without chemical harmful.

Directions of Use

A prerequisite for ensuring the properties of the materials and the safety of the product is the necessary
safeguarding of the rules and instructions for use and hygiene.

Necessary instructions for user safety.
The product is placed on the face after we have first washed our hands with soap or cleaned them with antiseptic
wipes or liquid and place the elastic bands behind the ears.

We do not touch the mask for as long as we wear it.
When we want to remove the mask, we remove it by grabbing the elastic bands again.
The action of nanotechnology last for 15 washes.It does not mean that you have to wash the mask every day
since the germ the sits on the mask dies,this off cource depends on the risk.So washing and steralization has to
do with the user.This mean that it can be used for many days with safety for the user.Washing at 60C and ironing
at a high temperature for additional sterilization.

Made in Greece


